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HOROUGHBRED RACING in

Australia must still seem a

metaphorical ‘million miles’

away for most readers of the Kingsley

Klarion, but it’s probably also safe to

suggest that we here on the other side of

the world face very much the same

challenges as our distant relations — the

long-term welfare of its equine

participants being paramount among the

issues which need to be continually

reviewed.

Though the recent Panorama

controversy aired in Britain didn’t make

the TV screens of households in Sydney,

Melbourne and other capital cities Down

Under, it’s easy to surmise that the

programme drew attention to intolerable

mistreatment of former racehorses and

didn’t remotely attempt to reflect the true

compassion the British thoroughbred

fraternity share on the issue.

Well, guess what? The Australian

industry also had to suffer a similarly

distasteful attempt by our national

broadcaster, portraying the loathsome

conduct of a very small minority in our

community as in some way being

representative of every other racing

participant to a man and woman. It could

hardly have been further from the truth.

The subject of re-homing retired

racehorses, fast or slow ones, has long

since been a primary concern of

Australian thoroughbred racing’s

administrators and everyone operating

under their collective regulations. Truth

be known, very seldom does a cause

receive unanimous approval from

participants in our various States and

Territories, but on this front the national

stance has been completely unified.

To coin a phrase from another global

scandal, re-homing of retired racehorses

‘matters’, and there wouldn’t be any of us

true horse lovers who would tolerate

anyone who wasn’t taking ‘the matter’

seriously.

NE of two very suitable

examples to cite from an

avalanche of activity in this area

involves a horse which started his career

with Johnston Racing, went on to achieve

great success in Australia, and then was

recently retired from the racing ranks as

one of the most popular gallopers to have

looked through a bridle in the past

decade.

Hartnell might well be recalled in

How TV can twist t

Back together - Hayley and Hartnell
ARTNELL was looked after throughout his time

at Johnston Racing by Hayley Kelly, and last

year she was re-united with ‘the horse I always

loved’.

Hayley, now assistant trainer, was a yard manager when

Hartnell arrived as a yearling and she broke him in before

he began his racing career.  She was sad when he left and

continued to follow his performances when he moved to

Australia.  And when she went on holiday Down Under

last year she made a point of tracking him down.

‘It was great to see him again, he was a horse I always

loved,’ she said.

‘He was so straightforward and just a nice horse to be

around.  It really is great to see him now enjoying a new

career after finishing racing.  It’s surreal to think I broke

him in, and now he’s on the other side of the world with a

big fan club and a new career.’

Hayley has seen hundreds of horses pass through the

yard, but says Hartnell is one she’ll never forget.

‘I still have his picture on my fridge at home,’ she said.

By PETER FALCONER in Sydney. Peter, originally from

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, has lived for more than 30 years in

Australia where he works in thoroughbred journalism. But

he is a lifetime devotee of British Flat racing. 
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Britain as a typical Johnston-trained

runner that proved brave enough to land

the 2014 Queen’s Vase when it was still a

true two-mile test of a three-year-old’s

stamina.  He then won the Group 3

Bahrain Trophy at Newmarket towards

the end of his successful career while

with Mark, before being sent to Australia

by owners Godolphin. 

UT down in this neck of the

woods he’ll long be remembered

as an import that gave of his very

best during his entire career, whether in

victory or defeat. Hartnell’s displays of

top-class racing ability — over a whole

range of distances — were probably only

surpassed by his propensity to fight to the

bitter end in races in which he found a

superior rival slightly better suited by the

task.

A brief summary of his career in

Australia reveals that Hartnell ultimately

accrued £3 million in prize-money here

from his 58 starts, including Group 1

successes over 1400 metres (7f), 1600m

(8f), 2000m (10f) and 2400m (12f). This

quartet of victories included some of the

most coveted of the 60-odd events run at

the elite level in these parts.

However, Hartnell’s career on the

racetrack will just as much be

remembered for the memorable times he

ran into the placings when everything did

not exactly go his way and/or

encountering one, but rarely two, rivals

better on the day, in particular the four

times he chased home the incomparable

Winx.

ARTNELL ran his last race in

November 2019 and entered

into the care of renowned

Victorian horse show star Sheralee

Patterson in February last year.  Since

such time the tremendously admired 10-

year-old son of Authorized has already

made his mark in ‘Lead Rising Star

(Thoroughbred Class)’ competition and is

clearly thriving in his retirement.

Fundamentally, he wants for nothing.

As Patterson put it in an interview

published on the racing.com news

platform soon after taking on Hartnell as

a new project: ‘How good would it be to

have Hartnell lining up in the hack

classes? How good would that be for

racing? It shows how much they’re loved

and loving what they’re doing (after

racing). They’re well and truly loved and

looked after; you couldn’t get anything

better.’

Illustration two of the lengths the

thoroughbred industry is going to in

regard to horse welfare is the

commitment of colossal funding of

projects in every jurisdiction of Australia

without exception. 

Now halfway through a three-year

action plan, Racing Victoria allocated

more than £13 million to equine welfare

in January 2020, with £530,000 having

already gone towards post-racing

programmes. And that’s only one

governing body of our much loved sport!

UFFICE to say that the Australian

thoroughbred industry didn’t take

too well to its national

broadcaster’s ill-informed programme on

retired racehorse cruelty, and nor should

our British cousins to Panorama’s

paranoia.
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Hartnell (Joe Fanning aboard) in
his days with Johnston Racing


